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Abstract—The highly dynamic nature and ubiquity of 
contemporary computer environments requires services to adapt 
and evolve to match varying contexts. Such services can be 
referred to as polymorphic since they can deliver their 
functionality in different forms. This paper proposes a fuzzy-
based model for intelligent adaptation and evolution of 
polymorphic services based on context. Context is represented by 
parameters whose values fluctuate dynamically and their 
characteristics, such as range and mean, can evolve in time. 
Service adaptation is realized by selecting suitable service 
provision policies depending on context parameter 
configurations. The suitability of each service provision policy is 
determined by qualitative criteria which are estimated by fuzzy 
rules applied on context parameter values. Evolution is realized 
by having the fuzzy rule structure and parameters altered 
dynamically to align with evolved context. The applicability of 
the proposed approach is demonstrated in a traffic management 
case study. 

Keywords—Polymorphic Services; Service Adaptation; Service 
Evolution; Intelligent Service Maintenance;  

I. INTRODUCTION 
The advent of cloud computing and the resulting high 

interconnection and openness of software environments have 
increased the pace of user requirements change as well as the 
alterations of service provision contexts. Therefore the need for 
services to adapt dynamically to rapidly changing 
circumstances has become urgent [1] and as a result various 
approaches to service adaptation have been proposed [2, 3].  

Additional issues in service provision arise from the fact 
that contexts can no longer be considered static and therefore 
adaptation methods cannot simply select services based on pre-
recorded service-to-context mappings [3]. Contexts can often 
change and hence service adaptation needs to consider 
evolving contexts, a process which is commonly termed 
service evolution [4].  

Service evolution refers to altering service functionality to 
match contexts and requirements not previously specified in 
exact form [5]. When services include both adaptation and 
evolution capabilities they can deliver their functionality in 
different forms. Such services can be termed polymorphic 
services, and it is envisioned that they will become 
increasingly important in highly dynamic environments such as 
internet of things and mobile clouds [6]. Current service-

centric models largely lack the capability to continuously 
explore contextual changes that drive service evolution [4, 7]. 

To handle the vast amount of contextual information and 
numerous combinations of adaptive system services, fuzzy 
logic is often applied for service adaptation [8]. In fuzzy 
systems, evolution commonly refers to progressive 
modification of their fuzzy rules [9]. Therefore, it can be 
argued that fuzzy service evolution can be achieved through 
adaptive evolution of the respective fuzzy rule-base, for 
example as suggested in [10]. 

Based on this view, a model for fuzzy based adaptation and 
evolution of polymorphic services according to context is 
proposed in this paper. The model uses fuzzy variables and 
fuzzy membership functions to represent context situations and 
criteria for adopting service execution policies as proposed in 
[11]. Each service execution policy is characterized by a fitness 
level calculated based on the distance between optimum and 
current context situation. Service adaptation is then achieved 
by selecting the policy having the highest fitness. In contrast to 
other rule based service adaptation methods which alternate 
between rule sets [12], the associated fuzzy rule-bases evolve 
dynamically by recursive optimization of rule structure and 
parameters based on clustering [13]. 

In Section II of this paper the necessary background and 
motivation for polymorphic service adaptation and evolution is 
provided. The problem is formally defined and the solution 
approach is outlined in Section III. A fuzzy-based model for 
adaptation and evolution of polymorphic services is described 
in Section IV, followed by a demonstration of its applicability 
in a traffic management case study in Section V. Section VI 
discusses relevant work and Section VII concludes the paper. 

II. MOTIVATION - BACKGROUND 
The dynamic nature of business environments requires 

service-based applications to be highly reactive and adaptive 
since they are subject to constant changes and variations [14]. 
Therefore it is argued that services should be equipped with 
mechanisms to ensure that they are able to adapt to meet 
changing requirements [15], and evolve due to changes in 
structures, in behavior and policies consisting their contextual 
environment [7]. Contextual changes can be detected by 
monitoring service application execution and the respective 
user input and environmental parameters [16]. Such services 
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capable of exhibiting both adaptation and evolution to cope 
with circumstances that were not exactly specified in advance 
are referred to in this paper as polymorphic services. 

Service adaptation is often achieved by applying certain 
strategies during execution to modify service functionality. An 
adaptable service application should then continuously monitor 
and modify the applicable strategies on the basis of changes in 
its environment [17]. Furthermore, software evolution refers to 
gradual and constant change of service functionality in 
particular situations over a period of  time [18]. Service 
evolution can therefore be seen as a gradual response to 
context-aware feedback received from the service environment.  

Current context aware service-centric software models do 
not adequately support both adaptation and evolution of 
services, and very often tuning and adjustment are called 
adaptation, self-organization or even evolution [1]. Work in 
service adaptation has reached a level of maturity [19] and 
currently an issue of concern is the selection of appropriate 
adaptation mechanisms given the complexity and dynamism of 
the service environment [20]. On the other hand work in 
service evolution currently focuses on ensuring the 
compatibility between evolved services and service clients [5] 
and little attention is paid on modelling the ambiguity of 
service environments. 

Fuzzy techniques are a promising approach for dealing with 
the impreciseness of service environments. The view adopted 
in current fuzzy-based service adaptation approaches considers 
that the fuzzy rule structure and parameters should be fixed 
[21]. However, since contextual service environment data are 
generally non-stationary and continuously change, it is 
reasonable to expect that the structure of the respective data 
models need be also dynamic and evolving. Thus, the structure 
and parameters of fuzzy rules used to model contextual data 
would generally be not fixed but gradually evolving as more 
data enter the system. This view is adopted in the approach 
followed in this paper which models the dynamism and 
uncertainty of the service context using evolving fuzzy rules. 

III. PROBLEM SPECIFICATION AND SOLUTION APPROACH 

A. Problem Statement 
A brief explanation of relevant background concepts is 

provided below together with the respective formal definitions. 

Definition 1 (Context State): A context state �� is a tuple 
comprising a combination of context parameter values. We 
denote it as: �� � ����� �� 	 
�� � � �  � , where 
�  is the 
domain of the respective context parameter. 

Definition 2 (Context): An overall context �� is the set of 
all possible context states that can be formed from the domain 
values of a number of context parameters. That is: �� �
������ �� 	 
�� � � �  ��  where 
�  is the domain of the 
respective context parameter. A context � is any subset of an 
overall context ��, that is � � ���� �� 	 ���. �  is termed a 
sub-context of �� and �� is considered a super-context of �.  

The concept of context generally refers to a set of 
interrelated conditions in which something can exist or occur. 
In this respect context in service oriented systems refers to the 
external conditions that affect the provided service 

functionality, for example in low network bandwidth it would 
be mandatory to have an e-mail client not transmitting e-mail 
attachments but instead passing only the message header or 
body in text format. In the proposed model context conditions 
are represented with a number of context parameters. The 
values of context parameters can be directly measured from the 
system environment, for example via appropriate sensors. 

A context state then is a snapshot of a service context and it 
is described by specific values of the respective context 
parameters, such as level of network bandwidth or location 
coordinates. 

Definition 3 (Context Evolution): Context evolution is a 
mapping between sub-contexts of an overall context �� via an 
evolution function ��, that is ��� ��� � ���. The term evolved 
context, denoted by �����, is used to refer to context mapped 
from a context � via a context evolution function���.  

Context can evolve over time, for example the capacity of 
wireless networks supporting mobile clouds. In such cases 
installation of new equipment can permanently increase 
bandwidth levels enabling a new range of software capabilities. 

Definition 4 (Service Execution Policy): A service 
execution policy � is a method with which a service � can be 
executed to achieve certain functional and non-functional 
characteristics.  

Policies can affect various characteristics such as resource 
usage or the quality of service provided. In the above e-mail 
client example the omission of attachments in message 
transmission in low bandwidth conditions would be ensured by 
selecting an appropriate execution policy. 

Definition 5 (Policy Fitness): Fitness �  of a service 
execution policy �  for a context state ��  with respect to 
executing service �  is a number in [0,1] describing how 
suitable the policy � is for executing service � in context state 
��. It can be defined as a mapping �� � �  � !"��# where � is 
a context and   is a set of execution policies suitable for 
service �. 

Definition 6 (Adaptation Function): Adaptation function of 
a service �, denoted by $%�& , is a mapping $%�&��� '  , 
where �  is a context and   is a set of execution policies 
suitable for executing service � . The family of adaptation 
functions of �  for all subsets of an overall context ��  is 
denoted by (
 )���  that is: (
 )�� � �$%�&� �* �  � �* +
��� , � �  -���-�. 

Definition 7 (Selection Function): Selection function ��. of 
a service � is a mapping between sub-contexts of an overall 
context �� and the respective family of adaptation functions 
(
 )�� of �, that is ��.� ��� � (
 )��. 

Definition 8 (Adaptive Service): A service � is adaptive in 
context � , denoted by $%$�&���� �� , when an adaptation 
function $%�& can be selected via a selection function ��. such 
that for every context state �� belonging to � a policy �/01  can 
be determined via $%�& such that its fitness � is maximum for 
��, that is: 

$%$�&���� �� 2 3��.� ��� ' (
 )��� $%�& � ��.����� 
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4�� 	 �� �/01 � $%�&����� ����� �/01� � 5670	8 � ���� �� 
where 9 is a set of execution policies suitable for executing 
service : and ;<9=>? is the family of adaptation functions of : 
for @A sub-contexts. 

Definition 9 (Evolving Service): A service � is evolving in 
context �, denoted by ��B.������ ��, when � is adaptive in 
every context ����� that can evolve from �. In other words a 
service � is evolving in context � if it is adaptive in every sub-
context of the super-context �� of �. That is: 

 ��B.������ �� C 4����� 	 ��� $%$�&�D�� �����E 
or in other words: 

��B.������ �� 2 3��.� ��� ' (
 )��� $%�&� ��.�������� 4�� 	 ������ �/01
� $%�&����� ����� �/01� � 5670	8 � ���� �� 

where ��  is the super-context of �  and (
 )��  is the 
respective family of adaptation functions of �. 

Definition 10 (Polymorphic Service): A service �  is 
polymorphic in context ��  denoted by the predicate 
�� B.FGBH�I����� ��, iff it is evolving in �. That is: 

�� B.FGBH�I����� �� C ��B.������ �� 
From the above definition it can be easily derived that 

when a service �  is polymorphic in a context �  it is also 
polymorphic in all sub-contexts of the super-context �� of � 
including �� itself. That is:  

�� B.FGBH�I����� �� C 4� + ��� �� B.FGBH�I����� ��
C �� B.FGBH�I����� ��� 

Hence to develop polymorphic behaviour for a service � in 
evolving sub-contexts � of an overall context �� appropriate 
selection and adaptation functions need to be provided to 
ensure the fittest execution policy will be applied for � in any 
possible context state �� of ��. In the proposed model this 
problem is addressed by considering a generic family of 
adaptation functions. These functions calculate policy fitness 
based on qualitative context parameters, which are estimated 
using fuzzy rules applied on context state values. Context-
based adaptation function selection is achieved by having the 
structure and parameters of fuzzy rules modified dynamically 
following evolved context, resulting thus in different 
adaptation functions for different sub-contexts. 

B. Polymorphic Service Adaptation and Evolution 
Selection of the most suitable service adaptation strategies 

is a complex task due to the multiple criteria involved [22]. For 
example, different adaptation actions have different time and 
computation complexity. Furthermore, adaptation criteria 
obtained from an application context are often erroneous and 
vague [8] making therefore exact adaptation methods 
unsuitable for contexts involving several parameters as is the 
case in open system settings. Finally, context dynamically 
evolves and therefore it is argued that context evolution should 
be continuously taken into account by considering “context as 
process” instead of only  “context as state” [23]. 

To tackle context complexity and uncertainty several 
authors suggest the use of fuzzy logic to model context 
parameters [17, 24]. Along this line we draw inspiration from 
[11] and we model context characteristics using fuzzy quality 
variables and subsequently use them to calculate the fittest 
service execution policy. To capture context evolution the 
fuzzy quality membership functions are not described by static 
formulae but instead they are obtained from the consequent 
parts of fuzzy rules which are calculated dynamically based on 
incoming context parameter values. These fuzzy rules are 
evolving by having the centres of their antecedent part fuzzy 
membership functions changing dynamically according to 
context parameter value fluctuations. 

The steps of the proposed polymorphic service adaptation 
and evolution process are depicted in Fig. 1. The process 
includes three main stages, that is: a) Fuzzification of context 
parameters and estimation of fuzzy context quality values, b) 
Adaptation to context which involves calculation of the fitness 
degree of each relevant execution policy and subsequent fittest 
policy selection, and c) Alignment with evolving context, 
which involves evolution of quality membership functions. 

IV. FUZZY-BASED ADAPTATION AND EVOLUTION MODEL 

A. Estimation of Context Quality 
A main premise of the proposed model is that adaptation to 

context should be driven by qualitative contextual 
characteristics determined by the values of measurable context 
parameters. For example, if a videoconference application 
executing over a mobile network is deciding whether to enable 
full multimedia support for the participants, this will be 
commonly dependent on the overall network quality, which is 
determined by a number of network parameters such as 
network bandwidth and network latency. Hence the concept of 
context quality is introduced. 

Definition 11 (Context Quality): A context quality J  is a 
parameter characterizing a service context which cannot be 
measured directly from the service environment. 

Context qualities are generally qualitative variables and 
they are dependent on context parameters which are directly 
measurable from the service environment. To better represent 
their qualitative aspects context qualities are considered as 
fuzzy variables that take fuzzy values represented by linguistic 
terms. For example, the context quality �K�&BG�H)F�� can 
take the fuzzy values ‘good’, ‘average’ and ‘bad’. Furthermore, 
to calculate the membership function value of each linguistic 
term of a context quality J we utilise fuzzy rules of the form: 

IF ��L is MNL AND … AND ��O  is MNO THEN q is PN   (1)

where MNL� Q MNR are linguistic terms corresponding to context 
parameters ��L� Q ��R  and PN  is a linguistic term of the 
context quality J . For example, to obtain the degree of a 
customer type being ‘good’ based on the customer level of 
orders and credit we could have the following fuzzy rule:  

IF BH%�HM���. is STUS AND �H�%�& is MVW THEN 
�K�&BG�H)F�� is UVV
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Fig. 1. Polymorphic Service Adaptation and Evolution Process iterates at 
regular time intervals or when context parameter value changes are detected. 

In the general case more than one fuzzy rules can 
correspond to each linguistic term of a context quality and they 
can be aggregated to obtain the fuzzy result using a common 
fuzzy rule aggregation method. 

Context quality can be quite variable due to the dynamism 
of the service environments. For example, in the 
videoconference scenario mentioned above the network quality 
can vary according to network availability at different user 
locations. Furthermore, context variation affects the suitability 
of service execution policies at any given time. For this reason 
it is argued that the time intervals in which the values of 
context qualities can be considered as stable should be 
identified, and for each such time interval these stable values 
should be used for service execution policy determination. The 
start of such time intervals can be indicated by context state 
changes. For example in a context described by arriving 
customer characteristics the context state remains stable for the 
whole duration that a service is provided to a particular 
customer until his departure. When the context state changes 
are continuous, as is the case in the videoconferencing example 
for instance, it is more practical to calculate context quality and 
subsequently apply adaptation methods at time points 
indicating regular time intervals. 

Based on the above arguments the concept of context 
quality snapshot is introduced. 

Definition 12 (Context quality snapshot): A context quality 
snapshot J� of a context � is a set of triples each comprising a 
fuzzy variable representing a context quality, a corresponding 
linguistic term, and the value of the respective membership 
function at a particular time point. That is:  

J�1 � ��J�� PNXYZY� [\]̂ Y
_Y�&�� � J� 	 P�� PNXYZY 	 PN� 

���� � �  .��� � � �  -P�-� 
where J� is the ith context quality of context �, PNXYZY  is the vi

th 
linguistic term of context quality J�, P�  is the set of all context 
qualities characterising context � , PN  is a set of fuzzy 
linguistic terms, .��  is the number of linguistic terms 
corresponding to the ith context quality, -P�- is the number of 
context qualities in P� , and [\]̂ Y

_Y�&�  is the value of the 

respective fuzzy membership function “J�  is PNXYZY” at time 
point &, indicating the degree at which J� can be considered as 
equal to PNXYZY  at time point &. We refer to [\]̂ Y

_Y�&� of each 

triple as “active membership value of linguistic term PNXYZY  with 
respect to executing � with policy � in context �”. 

B. Policy Fitness 
Fitness calculation is based on the concept of fuzzy 

distance of a policy � and the context quality snapshot J�1 at a 
selected time point & . In this paper the concept of fuzzy 
distance of a policy � is defined in a similar manner as in [11] 
considering the sum of differences between current and “best” 
membership function values for all fuzzy terms of all context 
qualities that affect � fitness. For example if there is only the 
context quality �K�&BG�H)F��  that can take only the fuzzy 
term ‘good’ and we have [`aabcd�e ���=0.8 and [`aabfag ���=0.6 
then the fuzzy distance between � and the current J�1 is 0.2. 

The fitness of a policy � with respect to executing a service 
� at time point & is then obtained from the following formula:  

�0�&� �
� %0�&�h

i j� %0k�&�h l-8-
OmL

 
(2) 

where %0�&� is the fuzzy distance of policy �  and context 
quality snapshot J�1 at timepoint &,   is the set of policies that 
can be apply to execute �, - - is the number of policies in   

and i j� %0k�&�h l-8-
OmL  is the sum of fuzzy distances of all 

policies in  . 

C. Support for Context Evolution 
Contexts can evolve, for example a context �L can be fully 

replaced by another context �n, both of the same super-context 
��. In the general case context parameter values have different 
ranges at different contexts. For example, customer orders and 
credit can be on average higher or lower depending on the 
financial status of the country of customer origin. As another 
example, network bandwidth availability can be reduced due to 
an increase in user base or due to some equipment malfunction.  

In some cases such changes in the ranges of context 
parameter values do not require any changes in service 
provision and hence any adaptation criteria already in place 
remain valid. For example, if network bandwidth is generally 
decreased then it will be correct to completely disable full 
multimedia videoconferencing, as would have been dictated by 
existing service adaptation criteria. Therefore, in such cases 
context evolution does not require any respective service 
evolution.  

In other cases, however, addressing context evolution 
requires evolution of service provision. For example, in a 
financial crisis all customer transaction amounts fall, yet those 
customers with the highest transactions could still be 
considered as ‘good’ customers and be entitled to receive 
benefits, such as discount. Considering the example given in 
Section IV.A applying this strategy would require changing the 
way the membership function of the fuzzy value ‘good’ of 
context quality �K�&BG�H)F�� is calculated to incorporate the 
decrease in ‘good’ customer transaction levels.  

To capture the evolving element of context quality fuzzy 
values it is considered that the membership functions of the 
antecedent part of fuzzy rules used to estimate context qualities 
evolve as well. To model this evolution first the fuzzy sets of 
the antecedent part linguistic terms are represented using fuzzy 

Execution policy 
fitness calculation

Context Parameter 
fuzzification 

Execution policy 
selection

Context quality 
function evolution 

Crisp context 
parameter input 

Context quality 
fuzzy estimation 
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numbers. Subsequently, a method for dynamic modification of 
the antecedent part rule centres according to evolving context 
changes is provided. This method is described in Section IV.D. 

For each context quality a fuzzy rule base including all 
fuzzy rules used to estimate the respective context quality 
fuzzy values is considered. For the estimation of each such 
value more than one fuzzy rules are generally employed. Each 
fuzzy rule base comprises rules of the form:  

  IF ��L is ���OLo  AND … ��p is ���Opo   THEN J is PNO (3) 

where ��*� , � � G are the input context parameter values, 
���O*o � , � � G are the centres of the respective fuzzy sets 
representing fuzzy numbers, PNO  are linguistic terms of 
context quality J , q � �  MX , where MX  is the number of 
linguistic terms of context quality J, and � � �  rXO, where 
rXO is the number of fuzzy rules used to calculate the linguistic 
term PNO  of context quality J . For brevity input context 
parameters and fuzzy rule centres are represented in vector 
notation, that is st and stuvo  respectively. Such vectors can be 
considered as representing points in an m-dimensional space 
and therefore in the following the terms input context 
parameter vector and input data point are used interchangeably.  

Furthermore, based on the approach introduced in [13] for 
the antecedent rule parts of the rules described in (3) we 
consider Cauchy-type membership functions of the form: 

[�O*D��*E � �wxyz0{wz0Yk{o y|  (4) 

where ��* is the jth input parameter, ���O*o  is the center of the 
respective jth fuzzy set, $ � }~Hxn, and Hx is a positive constant.  

Based on (3) and (4) and assuming algebraic product as the 
fuzzy ADD operator the firing level of each rule � specifying 
the membership function [�O�J�  of linguistic term PNO  of 
context quality J is defined as follows: 

[�O�J� ��[�O*D��*E
p

*mL
� �i wxyz0{wz0Yk{o y|�{��

� �wx�stwstuvo �|  

(5) 

where [�O*D��*E is the membership function of the respective 
fuzzy set, st is the vector of input context parameters, stuvo  is 
the vector of antecedent part fuzzy sets and $ � }~Hxn , where 
Hx is a positive constant acting as normalization factor. 

There are many ways to aggregate rule outcomes but for 
simplicity it is considered that for each linguistic term PNO of a 
context quality J  the respective membership function value 
[O�J� is calculated as a simple average of the corresponding 
values [�O�J� of all fuzzy rules that imply PNO. That is:  

[O�J� �
i [�O�J��^k
�mL
rXO  (6) 

where [�O�J� is the membership function of the linguistic term 
PNO corresponding to the ith rule, and � � �  rXO where rXO is 

the number of fuzzy rules used to calculate the linguistic term 
PNO of context quality J. 

Support for context evolution then consists of having the 
antecedent fuzzy rule centers ���O*o  changing dynamically in 
time due to evolution of context parameter values. This results 
in evolution of the ranges of the membership function values 
[O�J� for all linguistic terms PNO of a context quality J. This 
in turn affects the calculation of policy fitness since at each 
time point & the calculated membership function value [O�J� 
is the active membership value [\]̂k�&�, which is used in (1) 

to calculate the fuzzy distance of policies to current quality 
snapshot, and thus influences the policy fitness values 
obtained by (2).  

D. Evolving Fuzzy Rules 
A common approach to fuzzy rule evolution is that of 

clustering incoming data points dynamically [25] and 
considering cluster points as antecedent part rule centres. 
Subsequently, variations in incoming data values result in 
identifying new cluster points which in turn replace previous 
antecedent part rule centers [9] and hence result in rule 
evolution. Modified fuzzy rules result in different ranges of 
calculated fuzzy values of the consequent rule parts. 

In this paper a method for fuzzy rule evolution which 
implements dynamic rule center modification based on the 
concept of data point potential [13] is proposed. As mentioned 
in Section IV.C the values of incoming context parameters 
appearing in the antecedent part of fuzzy rules are considered 
as coordinates representing data points. Assuming a set � �of 
data points then the potential   of a data point st 	 �  is a 
measure describing the suitability of st of being a cluster 
center and it depends on the Euclidean distances between st 
and all other data points [13]. That is [26]: 

 � �
���wxystwst�y

|f

*mL
 (7) 

where   is the potential of the data point st to be a cluster 
centre, �  is the number of data points considered, and 
$ � }~Hxn  where Hx  is the required cluster radius. From the 
above formula it becomes clear that the closer a data point is to 
most other points the higher is its potential of being a cluster 
center. Based on successive calculations of data point potential, 
when new data points enter the system dynamically, the centers 
of antecedent rule parts can be adjusted resulting thus in fuzzy 
rule evolution [9, 10]. 

A similar method for adjusting the centers of antecedent 
parts of the fuzzy rules used to estimate context qualities is 
proposed. However, contrast to general dynamic clustering 
approaches, where the number of rules is variable and depends 
on clustering process results [21], a fixed number of rules that 
have initially been drawn by human experts is considered.  

The proposed approach maintains a rule base for each 
context quality J comprising rXO rules for each linguistic term 
PNO, or i �rXO�O  rules in total. All rules are assumed to take 
input values belonging to the same context parameters. Each 
time a new data point st, that is a tuple of context parameter 
values that are used as input in the respective fuzzy rules of 
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context quality J linguistic terms, is recorded the current rule 
centres st�o� � � �  rXO are assessed in comparison with the 
new data point and if appropriate  they are replaced. 

Assessment is done based on the potential of incoming data 
points. We denote with  �o and   the potential of rule centers 
st�o  and the new data point ��  respectively. A common 
criterion is when  �  �o  and - �  �o�- � 567*� �  *o��, with 
 �  *o, then to replace st�o with st. This means that a new 
data point will replace the cluster center from which it has 
higher potential and the highest potential difference from all 
other rule centres. The reason for commonly applying this 
fuzzy rule evolution criterion is to follow the rule base 
structure initially specified by the experts. Alternative rule 
replacement criteria can be considered as well. The process is 
depicted in Fig. 2. 

The potential of each data point depends on the set of data 
points against which its distance is calculated. In a dynamic 
service system new data points appear at short time intervals 
and hence considering all previous data points in potential 
calculation becomes inefficient. For this reason the technique 
of moving window introduced in [26] is applied considering 
only the data points that have appeared in the most recent time 
window of a specified length (Fig. 3). 

Let � be the length of the time window which considering 
that a data point is observed at each time step can be viewed as 
a list including � data points. Let  �� be the potential of data 
point st� at time �. Hence from (7) we have: 

 �� � �
���wxyst�wst�y

|�

*mL
 (8) 

where $ � }~Hxn, where Hx is the required cluster radius. Those 
data points st� located at distance further than Hx from st� do 

not contribute significantly in the  �� final value.  
 

At time � � �  the st�  will be removed from the time 
window and st��� will be added. Hence the new potential 
 ���L will be: 

 ���L �  �� � �
� ��wx�st�wst����| � �wx�st�wst��|� 

(9)

Equation (9) can be used to simplify potential recalculation 
when new data points appear in the system, that is when 
context state changes occur. It should be noted here that the 
removed point st� is not always the earliest data point in the 
time window. 

For example the removal criterion may require that st� is 
not centre in any fuzzy rule of those used to estimate context 
qualities. Finally, the potential  ��L��L of the new data point 
st��� is calculated from (8) as normal. 

V. POLYMORPHIC TRAVEL MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
The proposed approach was applied in the problem of 
transport congestion management in urban areas, which 
represents an omnipresent yet increasingly serious problem  

 
Fig. 2. Evolution of context quality rule bases for context qualities 
Traffic_Type and Pollution_Level. New rule center 9��� has higher potential 
than the replaced point 9��� and the maximum potential difference with all 
centers ��� for which holds 9��� � 9�. 

since transport congestion problems contribute about 70% of 
pollutants to urban environments. The MODUM EU project 
[27] develops a solution to this problem which involves 
balancing the routes drivers select by communicating with 
them on their intelligent mobile devices.  

The underlying principle is that drivers are guided by 
personal assistant agents, which choose the “cheapest” route to 
the destination by contacting a special “pricing” service for 
each potential route. Drivers have an annual allowance of 
“money” to spend on travelling, and money left over at the end 
of the year are converted in some sort of benefit encouraging 
sustainable behavior. The pricing service considers numerous 
criteria including the pollution level currently in the 
atmosphere, the level of congestion, for example due to road 
works, and the number of vehicles currently using this route. 
Charging is performed according to scales, each corresponding 
to different approximate settings of the above criteria. For 
example, when there is high level of congestion at a particular 
route then a high charge scale is applied to prevent more 
drivers from using that route. However, when there is a longer 
term increase of a parameter, such as increase of congestion 
levels due to road works, then the strategy followed is to 
reduce the weight of the increased parameter values when 
selecting a charge scale since drivers have fewer route 
alternatives to choose from.  

The above situation was modelled considering two context 
qualities. The first one is  B..K&�B� which depends on the 
context parameters Congestion level, measured at expected 
delay in min/km, and PSI index which describes the 
atmospheric pollution and takes positive values, with values 
above 300 being hazardous. The second one is TrafficType 
which depends on the context parameters CarNum and 
TruckNum representing the percentages of private and 
professional vehicles respectively out of the total vehicles in 
that route at the time. 

Three service policies controlling the pricing service were 
considered, corresponding to three pricing scales, ScaleA (low 
scale), ScaleB (normal scale), ScaleC (high scale). The 
proposed model was applied to select the best (fittest) policy 
for the execution of the pricing service at regular time 
intervals. The fuzzy rules used to calculate policy fitness 
evolved under the changing context. In the example considered 
in this paper, rule evolution was caused by significant 
progressive changes in the average level of pollution, so that to  

� ¡¢ � �£¤¥  
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Fig. 3. Time window update process. The earliest non r
is removed and all subsequent data points are advanced. 
point is added at the last position. 

progressively change the level of pollution
considered as normal. The example data se
Fig.4(a) and demonstrates a substantial yet re
of pollution (PSI level), due to industrial accid

The results of applying the proposed mode
data are presented in Fig. 4(c), and contrasted
depicted in Fig. 4(b), where neither adaptati
was used. Fig. 4(b) shows that when the adap
does not incorporate evolution, the fitne
significant disturbances. Under the case of our
evolution and adaptation were applied, Fig.4(c
policy fitness fluctuation is based on the ov
differences as before, and it is not significantl
increasing or decreasing trend in PSI context p

VI. RELEVANT WORK 

A. Service Adaptation 
 Adaptation has commonly been a funda

service-oriented architectures. [28] proposes
supporting dynamic service adaptation. Th
limitations with respect to preserving the s
service components. In [29] an adaptation ma
set of mapping rules to manipulate mess
between services is introduced. However
determined whether a given set of mapping r
to fully match descriptions of exchanged mess

In [30] the focus is on defining flexible ad
using contextual environments but adaptation 
software components. In [31] an approach f
service adaptation is proposed based on th
models. However, profile update still requires
intervention. [3] proposes an approach for se
driven by service client queries, which ge
adapted to client functional requirements in a
manner. However, it does not support q
specifications of the required service behavior.

Fuzzy logic has often been employed to
adaptation models aiming to capture impreci
example [11] and [17]. Along this line Pern
[24] propose a fuzzy service adaptation ap
based on describing QoS properties using f
aiming to achieve flexibility in servic
Furthermore, in [32] a mixed approach to c
combining clustering techniques and semant
which improves rule engine reasoning at 
processing power requirements. However, no
approaches adequately support service evolutio
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Fig. 4. Moving average values: (a) Input d
is no evolution, and (c) policy fitness wh
maximum potential difference. Input data t
fitness value differences when there is no evo

B. Service Evolution 
Service evolution has been often

inspired mechanisms such as in [
evolution is achieved by represen
agents that interact autonomously in
The majority of the research efforts
the evolution of a single service. In
been given on the taxonomy of evo
and on addressing the incompatibi
including versioning [5], design p
model/theory/contract [39, 40]. Ho
approaches sufficiently addresses th
environment since they all use e
service parameters. 

VII. CONCLU
In this paper, a model for servic

of polymorphic services was in
involves selecting suitable service e
to context qualitative criteria which
rules. Context evolution is captured
parameters dynamically change follo

Further research is needed reg
results are influenced by the size o
the weighting factor of fuzzy distanc
further experimentation with large
examine the performance of the m
context parameter value ranges.  

 

data, (b) Policy fitness when there 
hen there is evolution based on 
trends result in significant policy 
olution. 

n realized by applying bio-
[33]. Furthermore, in [34] 
nting services by software 
n a distributed environment. 
s has so far concentrated on 
n this respect emphasis has 
olutionary changes [7, 35], 
ility using different tactics, 
pattern/adaptor [36-38] and 
owever none of the above 
e imprecision of the service 
exact models to represent 
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ce adaptation and evolution 
ntroduced. The approach 
xecution policies according 

h are estimated using fuzzy 
d by having the fuzzy rule 
owing evolving context. 

garding how the evolution 
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